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1. Introduction

Single-atom catalysts (SACs) have emerged 
as a new frontier in the field of heteroge-
neous catalysis due to their distinct and 
remarkable performance in many indus-
trially relevant thermo-, photo-, and elec-
trochemical conversions. In conventional 
heterogeneous catalysts based on metal 
nanoparticles, efficiencies per metal site 
are a few orders of magnitude lower than 
those of homogenous catalysts as only a 
small portion of metal atoms are exposed 
to the reaction medium. SACs with atomi-
cally dispersed metal atoms have attracted 
intensive research interest because of 
their potentially unique reactivity and 
maximized atom usage that combine the 
merits from both homogeneous and het-
erogeneous catalysts for efficient chemical 
transformation and energy conversion.[1–5] 
Due to the relevance for diverse sustain-
able energy technologies including fuel 
cells, water-splitting devices, and metal–air 
batteries,[5–9] single-atom electrocatalysis 
(SAECs) has evolved into one of the most 
active research fields for renewable energy 

conversions.[5,6,10–12] The major focus of this field currently lies 
in the rational design of SAECs with an abundance of robust 
and highly active sites to enhance the efficiency of the under-
lying electrochemical conversions to levels amenable for prac-
tical implementation.

Individual active sites of SACs consist of an isolated metal 
atom bonded to adjacent atoms in the host material. The unique 
local atomic environment plays a decisive role in determining 
the activity, selectivity, and stability in electrocatalytic conver-
sions.[10–14] Due to strong chemical hybridization with atoms in 
the vicinity of the supported single atoms, the electronic prop-
erties and chemical stability are distinct from extended metallic 
ensembles in nanoparticles.[13,14] Concomitantly, the structural 
and electronic properties of the host are also modified by the 
anchored single atoms.[15,16] To date, two classes of hosts have 
been widely used to synthesize SAECs, i.e., carbon-based mate-
rials including carbon nanotubes, graphene, graphitic carbon-
nitride (g-C3N4) and porous carbons,[13–18] and metal-containing 
compounds such as oxides, dichalcogenides, carbides, and 
nitrides.[13,14,19,20] The abundance of host materials offers 
vast opportunities in engineering the local environment of 

Single-atom electrocatalysts (SAECs) have recently attracted tremen-
dous research interest due to their often remarkable catalytic responses, 
unmatched by conventional catalysts. The electrocatalytic performance of 
SAECs is closely related to the specific metal species and their local atomic 
environments, including their coordination number, the determined structure 
of the coordination sites, and the chemical identity of nearest and second 
nearest neighboring atoms. The wide range of distinct chemical bonding 
configurations of a single-metal atom with its surrounding host atoms creates 
virtually limitless opportunities for the rational design and synthesis of SAECs 
with tunable local atomic environment for high-performance electrocatalysis. 
In this review, the authors first identify fundamental hurdles in electrochem-
ical conversions and highlight the relevance of SAECs. They then critically 
examine the role of the local atomic structures, encompassing the first and 
second coordination spheres of the isolated metal atoms, on the design of 
high-performance SAECs. The relevance of single-atom dopants for host acti-
vation is also discussed. Insights into the correlation between local structures 
of SAECs and their catalytic response are analyzed and discussed. Finally, the 
authors summarize major challenges to be addressed in the field of SAECs 
and provide some perspectives in the rational construction of superior SAECs 
for a wide range of electrochemical conversions.
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single-metal atoms into desired active sites for electrocataly tic 
reactions. Because of this, high-performance SAECs with a 
large variety of architectures have been reported, in some cases 
even outperforming commercial precious-metal-based catalysts.

Since the first report of SACs in 2011,[1] this field has pro-
gressed rapidly introducing new synthetic approaches, developing 
knowledge related to the design and identification of novel active 
sites, and exploring the reactivity in diverse applications. To date, 
most review articles focus on methods for the preparation and the 
unique catalytic properties of SACs.[4–6,10,11,13–16] The impact of the 
local environment on the performance of SACs has not been sys-
tematically examined. This review summarizes recent progress 
on understanding and engineering the active site structures of 
SAECs to deliver superior catalytic technologies (Figure 1). This is 
highlighted in the area of renewable energy, where single atoms 
have shown great promise to optimize the adsorption energies of 
intermediates over commonly studied transition metals in bulk 
form. To set the scene, we first introduce the prominent reactions 
including oxygen reduction, hydrogen evolution, oxygen evolu-
tion, nitrogen reduction, and carbon dioxide reduction under-
pinning energy conversion technologies, identifying the main 

challenges for catalyst design (Table  1). We then discuss local 
structures of both precious and nonprecious metal-based SAECs, 
encompassing the first (directly bonded with the single-metal 
atom) and second (not directly bonded with the single-metal 
atom) coordination spheres and beyond, as well as analyzing 
their electrocatalytic roles. Besides examining how the properties 
of single atoms can be engineered by controlling the surrounding 
structure of the host, we explore how single-atom doping has 
been adopted to tune the crystalline phase and electronic proper-
ties of host materials for enhanced electrocatalysis. Finally, we put 
forward some future perspectives related to the structural engi-
neering of the desired local environment of SAECs.

2. Challenges in Electrocatalyst Design  
for Renewable Energy Conversions
2.1. Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)

Oxygen reduction reaction occurring at the cathode of fuel cells 
is one of the most important reactions for energy conversion. 

Figure 1. Engineering the local atomic environments of single-atom electrocatalysts (SAECs) for applications in renewable energy conversions, 
including ORR, OER, HER, NRR, and CO2RR. Common strategies such as tailoring the first or second coordination sphere and beyond, and single-
atom doping permit modification of the density of states (DOS) of isolated metal centers in SAECs, and the associated free energy profile of reactants, 
intermediates and final products, as well as the phase engineering and/or activation of the host.
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Due to its sluggish kinetics, the ORR is considered as the 
potential-limiting step and thus plays a vital role in deter-
mining the overall performance of fuel cell devices.[21,22] In 
aqueous electrolytes, the ORR proceeds through one of two 
reaction pathways depending on the reaction medium used 
(Table  1).[22–24] Typically, it follows a 4-electron pathway for 
the reduction of O2 into H2O (acidic media) or OH− (alkaline 
media) with an equilibrium potential of 1.23  V versus revers-
ible hydrogen electrode (RHE). However, hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) or peroxide species (OOH−) can be generated via a 
2-electron pathway in acidic or alkaline media, respectively. The 
production of H2O2 or OOH− not only reduces the efficiency of 
chemical energy conversion, but also results in corrosion of the 
fuel cell components including the membrane and structural 
framework with supporting catalysts and collector plates.[25,26] 
Therefore, a superior ORR electrocatalyst should not promote 
2-electron pathways.

Based on thermodynamics, an ideal ORR process should 
have a free energy drop of −1.23  eV for each step.[27] In this 
case, there is no overpotential for ORR with a 4e− pathway (elec-
tron transfer number n = 4). In practical systems, energy bar-
riers for the formation of intermediates (OOH*, OH*, and O* 
species) exist in each reaction step, and they differ from each 
other, resulting in an overpotential (voltage loss) that reduces 
the potential output of a fuel cell. Recent reports show that the 
formation of OOH* or the desorption of OH* intermediate 
species are the potential-limiting steps of ORR in many prac-
tical systems.[22–24,27–29] Pt and its alloys are known to be effi-
cient ORR catalysts due to their excellent activity and selectivity. 
However, the prohibitive cost, scarcity, and susceptibility to CO 
poisoning of Pt hamper the large-scale deployment of electro-
catalysts based on this metal. According to the report of the 
United States Council for Automotive Research LLC, the price 
of Pt in a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell reaches up to $58 kW−1, 
thus comprising the most expensive component in the fuel 
cell.[30] The development of highly efficient catalysts with low 
Pt loading or Pt-free materials still represents a longstanding 
research goal.

Fuel cells can be divided into two categories depending on 
the working condition, i.e., polymer electrolyte membrane 
fuel cell (PEMFC) and alkaline fuel cell (AFC). Compared to 
AFC, PEMFC has unique advantages with natural CO2 toler-
ance and high volumetric power. In contrast to operation 
in alkaline media, the presence of protons in acidic media 
makes it more challenging for the conversion of adsorbed O2 
into O2

− (prior to the formation of OOH*).[31,32] Moreover, the 
coadsorption of ClO4

−, Cl−, HCOO−, and SO4
2− anions on the 

catalyst surface further slows the reaction in acidic compared 
to alkaline media,[31,33] which can be attributed to the physical 
blocking of the active sites by these adsorbents. These two lim-
iting factors often result in a higher overpotential when the 
reaction is conducted in acidic rather than alkaline media.[31–33] 
However, the adsorption of hydroxyl anions can optimize the 
free energies of intermediates during the reaction and thus 
improve ORR activity.[33] According to the Markovic prin-
ciple,[31] the overpotential of the ORR increases as the electro-
lyte pH decreases. Therefore, it is more challenging but highly 
valuable to develop high-performance ORR catalysts under 
acidic conditions.

2.2. Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER)

Water splitting provides an efficient route for the production 
of a clean alternative to the steam reforming of hydrocarbons 
for the production of H2. In particular, highly efficient HER 
electrocatalysis (2H+  + 2e−  → H2) represents a promising 
approach for water splitting.[34,35] As shown in Table 1, the HER 
consists of three possible reaction steps including the adsorp-
tion of hydrogen (Volmer reaction) and the desorption of H*  
(Heyrovsky or Tafel reactions).[36,37] Two primary mechanisms, the 
Tafel–Volmer and the Heyrovsky–Volmer, generally dominate 
the HER process. The rate-determining step strongly depends 
on the inherent chemical and electronic properties of the cata-
lytic active sites,[38–40] and can be determined by evaluating the 
Tafel slope values from the HER polarization curves.[38]

It is well known that the chemical adsorption and desorp-
tion of H* on the electrode surface are competitive processes. 
According to the Nørskov principle,[38] a good HER catalyst 
should bond to adsorbed H* with sufficient strength to facili-
tate the proton–electron-transfer process. On the other hand, 
the binding of H* with the metal should be weak enough to 
ensure the ready desorption of the H2 formed. Therefore, the 
free energy change for the adsorption of H* over the cata-
lyst surface (ΔGH*) should be close to zero. A more negative 
value of ΔGH* means a stronger H* adsorption, while a more 
positive value of ΔGH* indicates weaker adsorption of H*. In 
either case, it becomes more difficult for HER to proceed due 
to the presence of a large overpotential. It is noted that the 
barrier of hydrogen adsorption is higher under alkaline condi-
tions due to the lack of protons.[41–43] As the pH increases, the 
energy barrier toward the formation of MH* via water dis-
sociation (Volmer reaction) gradually increases, leading to an 
increase of the overpotential in HER.[43] Therefore, it remains 
a big challenge to develop robust and efficient electrocata-
lysts for the activation of H2O to form H* species in alkaline 
conditions.

Exchange current density (j0) and Tafel slope are two key 
parameters used to evaluate the HER performance of electrocat-
alysts. Generally, a “volcano” curve can be established between 
the experimental j0 value and the quantum chemistry-derived 
ΔGH* for a wide range of electrode surfaces.[35,38] Several fac-
tors influence j0 including the electrode materials and surface 
state, the electrolyte composition, and the reaction temperature, 
which serves as a direct descriptor to assess the catalytic effi-
ciency. A standard formula describes the relationship between 
j0 and Tafel plot (η = b log j0 + a, where η is overpotential, j0 is 
the current density, and b is the Tafel slope).

2.3. Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER)

The oxygen evolution reaction (2H2O → 4H+  + 4e−  + O2) 
is the anodic reaction for electrochemical water splitting. In 
this application, is recognized as a critical bottleneck due to 
its much slower kinetics compared to the HER, which thus 
determines the overall hydrogen-production efficiency.[44,45] 
Besides, the OER also plays a vital role in many recharge-
able batteries, such as zinc–air and lithium–air batteries.[46] 
The reaction involves a four-electron process because the 
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generation of one oxygen molecule requires the transfer of 
4e− and 4H+ from water. The typical reaction steps in acidic 
and alkaline media are summarized in Table 1.[45,47] The ther-
modynamic equilibrium potential of the water-splitting reac-
tion is E0  =  −1.23  V. The stepwise oxidation of water toward 
O2 production requires a high energy input to drive this reac-
tion. Generally, the electrode potential for the oxidation of 
water involving four electrons and four protons is significantly 
lower than that of a one-electron step. In a neutral solution, 
the potential for the oxidation of water to *OH via the one-
electron process is −2.32  V, more negative than that of the 
concerted four-electron oxidation (−0.815  V).[48] Therefore, 
OER (the involved four-electron reaction) generally exhibits 
a larger overpotential than that of HER,[45] a critical step for 
determining the overall efficiency of the hydrogen-production 
in water splitting devices.

The relationship between current density (j) and η can be 
described by the Butler–Volmer equation[49,50]

exp / exp /0 a cj j nF RT nF RTα η α η( ) ( )= − −   (1)

where j0 is the exchange current density, n is the number of 
transferred electrons, F is the Faraday’s constant, R is the uni-
versal gas constant, T is the thermodynamic temperature, αa 
and αc are the transfer coefficient of anodic and cathodic reac-
tions, respectively. αa and αc can be assumed to be 0.5. The 
cathodic current can be negligible when the anodic overpoten-
tial is sufficiently large. This leads to a simplified equation of

exp /0 aj j nF RTα η( )= ×  (2)

which can be further converted to

log log / , 2.303 /0j j b b RT nFη α( ) ( )= + =  (3)

where b is the Tafel slope associated with α, from which the 
transfer coefficient and the OER mechanism can be extracted. 
In addition, each OER step under different reaction conditions 
has one particular η value, ranging from RT/(4F) to 2RT/F.[50,51] 
The Faradaic efficiency (FE) is another parameter for evaluating 
the overall performance of an OER catalyst. FE is defined as the 
molar ratio of produced oxygen ( O2n ) to the theoretical value

, FE / 4 /O O O O2 2 2 2( ) { }( )= =′ ′n n n Fn It  (4)

where I is the constant oxidation current, t is the active time at 
the constant oxidation current, and F is the Faraday constant.

As mentioned, the overpotential of the HER is lower in 
acidic than in alkaline medium. Hence, it is highly desired to 
develop OER catalysts used in acidic medium for water split-
ting to produce hydrogen. It has been reported that nonpre-
cious metal catalysts including Fe-, Co-, Ni-, and Mn-based 
oxides and layered double hydroxides exhibit excellent OER cat-
alytic activity, superior to the commercial catalysts (20% Ir/C or 
RuO2) in alkaline medium.[52,53] Unfortunately, these nonpre-
cious metal OER catalysts tend to dissolve in acidic medium, 
resulting in activity losses. Therefore, this calls for the develop-
ment of highly efficient and robust OER catalysts used in acidic 
medium for electrochemical water splitting.

2.4. Nitrogen Reduction Reaction (NRR)

The electrochemical nitrogen reduction reaction 
(N2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 2NH3) emerges as a promising decentral-
ized approach for the synthesis of ammonia in contrast to the 
energy intensive Haber–Bosch process that requires high tem-
perature (300–500  °C) and pressure (200–300 atm).[54–57] The 
NRR involves a six-electron and a six-proton transfer process 
with two types of proposed mechanism, i.e., dissociative or 
associative (Figure 2).[54,56] In the dissociative pathway, the dis-
sociative adsorption of a N2 molecule results in the formation 
of two adsorbed N atoms on the catalyst surface. The adsorbed 
N atoms undergo independent protonation before their con-
version into NH3 molecules. In the associative pathway, a N2 
molecule first binds to the catalyst surface followed by the 
hydrogenation to form NNH* species. The subsequent 
hydrogenation process can occur through two possible path-
ways (i.e., distal or alternating) after the formation of NNH* 
species. In the distal pathway, hydrogenation occurs preferen-
tially on the N further away from the catalyst surface (assuming 
an end-on coordination mode of the N2 molecule), leading to 
the release of one NH3 molecule. The remaining metal nitrido 
(MN) species undergoes further protonation to generate a 
second NH3 molecule. In the alternating pathway, monohydro-
genation alternates between the two N centers over the cata-
lyst surface till the formation of the first NH3 molecule. The 

Table 1. Comparison of the elementary steps of ORR, HER, and OER in 
acidic and alkaline media (* represents an adsorbed species over the 
active site of the catalyst at the electrode (M)).

Reaction Acidic media Alkaline media

ORR O2 + M + H+ + e− → MOOH* O2 + M + H2O + e− → MOOH* 
+ OH−

MOOH* + H+ + e− → MO* + 
H2O

MOOH* + e− → MO* + OH−

MO* + H+ + e− → MOH* MO* + H2O + e− → MOH* + 
OH−

MOH* + H+ + e− → M + H2O MOH* + e− → M + OH−

O2 + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2O (overall) O2 + 2H2O + 4e− → 4OH− (overall)

HER H+ + M + e− → MH* (Volmer 
reaction)

H2O + M + e− → MH* + OH− 
(Volmer reaction)

MH* + H+ + e− → M + H2 (Hey-
rovsky reaction)

M-H* + H2O + e− → M + H2 + OH− 
(Heyrovsky reaction)

or 2MH* → 2M + H2 (Tafel 
reaction)

or 2MH* → 2M + H2 (Tafel 
reaction)

2H+ + 2e− → H2 (overall) 2H2O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH− (overall)

OER H2O + M → MOH* + H+ + e− M + OH− → MOH* + e−

MOH* → MO* + H+ + e− MOH* + OH− → MO* + H2O 
+ e−

MO* + H2O → MOOH* + 
H+ + e−

MO* + OH− → MOOH* + e−

MOOH* → M + O2 + H+ + e− MOOH* + OH− → M + O2 + H2O 
+ e−

2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (overall) 4OH− → O2 + 2H2O + 4e − (overall)
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subsequent protonation of the remaining N species produces 
the second NH3 molecule. A deeper understanding of the NRR 
mechanism via a combination of theoretical and experimental 
efforts will benefit the development of highly efficient catalysts 
with optimized performance.[58–60]

The selectivity toward NH3 production is a key indicator of 
the NRR performance,[61,62] i.e., the Faradaic efficiency (FE), 
which is defined as the molar ratio of produced NH3 (nNH3) to 
the theoretical value (nNH3′). However, the HER competes with 
nitrogen reduction in the same potential range, which tends to 
decrease the FE of NH3 production. Therefore, a superior cata-
lyst needs to be designed to suppress the HER and to maximize 
the NH3 yield. Typically, the adsorption and activation of N2 to 
form chemically adsorbed NN* species constitute two critical 
steps for the NRR.[63] In general, N2 activation over the catalytic 
center is often regarded as the potential-limiting step.[64–66] For 
example, carbon-supported Ti–N4 and V–N4 catalytic centers 
are predicted to be highly active for N2 activation because of a 
strong back-donation between the hybridized d-orbitals of metal 
center and π* orbital of NN*.[67] Moreover, this work revealed 
that an excellent NRR catalyst should strongly adsorb N2* and 
H* to activate N2 (ΔGN2*  <  0) and suppress H2 generation 
(negative value of ΔGH*), respectively.

2.5. Carbon Dioxide Reduction Reaction (CO2RR)

The electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2RR) to 
gaseous species or energy-dense liquid fuels offers a promising 
strategy for both energy storage and the global carbon bal-
ance.[6,68–71] Multiple possible reaction pathways occur for the 
CO2RR in aqueous electrolytes, leading to the generation of 
various value-added products including carbon monoxide (CO), 
formic acid (HCOOH) or formate (HCOO−) in alkaline solu-
tion, formaldehyde (CH2O), methanol (CH3OH), oxalic acid 
(H2C2O4) or oxalate (C2O4

2−) in alkaline solution, methane 
(CH4), ethylene (CH2CH2), or ethanol (CH3CH2OH).[68,69] 

In addition, different catalysts often exhibit different CO2RR 
mechanisms.[70] The thermodynamic electrochemical half-
reactions of the CO2RR and their associated standard electrode 
potentials are listed in Table 2.[69–71]

The selectivity of the CO2RR toward the synthesis of par-
ticular products is also an important factor to evaluate the 
electrocatalytic performance.[72] Several approaches for opti-
mizing the selectivity of the CO2RR have been reported, 
including: 1) a precise control of crystal facets and defects for 
metal-based materials; 2) a modulation of the electronic and 
structural properties of single metal atoms in the metal alloys 
and SAECs; 3) a fine-tuning of the microstructures of catalytic 
supports including the carbon-based materials. SAECs show a 
great promise for the CO2RR due to their tunable activity and 
high selectivity.[6,71] The binding strength of intermediate spe-
cies over catalytic sites determines the yield of final products. 
In terms of energy density and industrial demand, the pro-
duction of Cn (n ≥ 2) hydrocarbons via CO2RR is highly desir-
able.[73–75] For example, ethylene can be used for producing 
polyethylene, ethy lene oxide, and diesel. Ethanol is also an 
important feedstock for ethane, glycol ethers and a renewable 
liquid fuel. Unfortunately, the weaker bond energy of CC 
compared to HH and CH bonds generally disfavors the 
CC coup ling to form C2 and Cn (n  >  2) compounds.[76,77] 
Despite a rapid progress in this field, the development of 
novel SAECs for highly-efficient conversion of CO2 into 
value-added hydrocarbon compounds still remains a grand 
challenge.

It is worth noting that the electrochemical reduction of CO2 
to CH4 has a thermodynamic potential of +0.17 V versus RHE. 
However, CO2 reduction usually requires extra energy to drive 
because of the chemical inertness of CO2 and its sluggish reac-
tion kinetics.[73,78] Therefore, CO2RR is often carried out in the 
negative potential range (vs RHE) to obtain certain desired 
products. Similar to the NRR, the CO2RR also competes with 
the HER at all negative potentials. Because of this, a key cri-
terion for a superior CO2RR catalyst is to suppress the HER 
activity in the presence of CO2. Therefore, a common strategy 
for the improvement of the efficiency of CO2RR is to regu-
late the ΔGH* away from zero so to suppress HER activity.[79] 
To achieve a high selectivity for the synthesis of hydrocarbons 
in the CO2RR, catalytic systems should offer both a moderate 
negative ΔGH* away from zero and a high efficiency for CO2 
activation.

Figure 2. Proposed mechanisms of the NRR. Reproduced with permis-
sion.[56] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.

Table 2. CO2RR into various products and their thermodynamic 
potentials.

Reaction Thermodynamic potential(E0, V vs RHE)

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− → CO + H2O −0.11

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− → HCOOH −0.20

CO2 + 4H+ + 4e− → HCHO + H2O −0.07

CO2 + 6H+ + 6e− → CH3OH + H2O +0.03

CO2 + 8H+ + 8e− → CH4 + 2H2O +0.17

2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e− → C2H4 + 4H2O +0.06

2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e− → C2H5OH + 3H2O +0.08

Adv. Mater. 2020, 2003075
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2.6. Other Electrochemical Reactions

The fuel oxidation including hydrogen, formic acid, methanol, 
and ethanol occurs at the anode of fuel cell devices to gen-
erate chemical energies.[80,81] Precious metal-based catalysts  
(Pt, Pd, Au, Ir, and their alloys) exhibit excellent electrocatalytic 
properties for these oxidation reactions due to their moderate 
adsorption energies for reactants/intermediates. The oxidation 
reaction of carbon-containing fuels often involves the genera-
tion of several intermediate C species over the catalyst surface. 
These intermediate species potentially block the limited sites 
for the further adsorption of fuel compounds, leading to slower 
electrooxidation kinetics.[80–82] For example, a partial electro-
chemical oxidation of methanol often occurs to produce var-
ious intermediate species including COH*, HCHO*, and CO* 
adsorbed strongly on the catalyst surface. These intermediates 
can block the active sites for further adsorption of methanol, 
thus decreasing the overall efficiency of electrochemical oxi-
dation process.[82] Similar to the CO2RR, the anodic oxidation 
of fuels involves a multiple-electron transfer with complicated 
mechanisms.[83–85] In addition, the precious metal catalysts are 
more vulnerable to poison by intermediates during oxidation 
process. The current challenge for the electrochemical oxida-
tion of fuels is to develop efficient and robust catalysts with 
a high metal utilization and high tolerance to CO-based spe-
cies. Recently, several precious metal-based SAECs have been 
reported as efficient fuel oxidation electrocatalysts,[86–88] which 
will be described in detail in following sections.

3. Engineering the First Coordination Sphere

Metal atoms in SAECs are stabilized by chemical bonding with 
an appropriate host material. The atomic architecture of the 
coordination site, defined by the number, chemical identity, 
and arrangement of nearest neighbor atoms as well as their 

extended local environment, determines the geometric and 
electronic structure of a SAEC, and its associated catalytic 
properties. The coordination number of the metal reflects the 
number of host atoms to which it is bonded, while the geo-
metry depends on their arrangement. The specific interaction 
of the metal with the host can be controlled by tailoring these 
properties.[5,10,11,13–15] This may result in unique electronic prop-
erties (e.g., charge/spin states, electron density near Fermi level 
(EF)), distinct from those observed for metal nanoparticle coun-
terparts.[5,10,13,89] In this section, we highlight recent efforts to 
engineer the first coordination sphere of various metal-based 
SAECs for remarkable electrocatalytic performance (Figure 3).

3.1. Coordination Number

Carbon-based materials are widely used as metal-free sup-
ports in the fabrication of SAECs due to their high specific 
surface area, electrical conductivity, tunable porous structure, 
and the versatility for chemical functionalization.[16–18,89] A 
wide range of carbon supports with different morphologies 
and compositions have been developed via different synthetic 
approaches including carbon nanotubes, graphene (G), graph-
diyne, g-C3N4, and porous carbon substrates derived from metal 
organic frameworks or polymers.[16–18,89–104] Nitrogen doping is 
widely exploited to modify the interaction of metal atoms with 
carbon materials via the formation of MN bonds.[16,89–91,101–105] 
For instance, three typical microstructures of single Fe atoms 
have been reported in carbon-based SAECs (Figure 4A).[106] 
Compared to Fe atoms coordinated to four pyrrolic N atoms 
(denoted as D2), the active site of Fe coordinated to four pyri-
dinic N atoms (denoted as D1) exhibits a higher ORR activity 
due to its optimized adsorption energies of the OH* inter-
mediate during the ORR. This is supported by the observation 
of a high redox peak intensity of Fe2+/Fe3+ at ≈0.75  V versus 
RHE and the detailed structural characterization by in situ 

Figure 3. Engineering the first coordination sphere of SAECs, including variation of the coordination number, chemical identify of proximal atoms and 
the construction of bimetallic sites.
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extended X-ray absorption fine spectroscopy (EXAFS) com-
bined with ex situ Mössbauer spectroscopy.[106–108] In addition, 
it has also been demonstrated that the immobilization of Fe 
coordinated to four pyridinic N atoms in microporous carbon 
materials (denoted as D3) enhances the ORR kinetics to further 
improve the ORR performance with a large current density and 
high turn-over frequency.[109] The presence of a hydroxyl group 
as the axial ligand to Fe centers in D3 increases the valency 
of Fe and strengthens the interaction between Fe atoms and 
oxygen intermediates, which can efficiently lower the energy 
barrier of OH* desorption from active sites in both acidic and 

alkaline media as revealed by density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations.[110,111] Such an electronic hybridization between 
metal and proximal atoms often results in the modification 
of the near-Fermi DOS and charge state of the metal attri-
buted to the enhanced catalytic performances. For instance, 
the coordination number of Ru atoms supported on N-doped 
carbon is determined to be 3.4 ± 0.4, which is much lower than 
that of Ru nanoparticles (7.3  ± 0.4). The lower coordination 
number of Ru in the Ru1-SAEC facilitates the dissociation of 
chemically inert NN* bonds and leads to enhanced N2 acti-
vation compared with Ru nanoparticles, which is responsible 

Figure 4. A) Three typical atomic structures of Fe1-SAECs. Fe coordinated to four pyridinic N atoms (left). Fe coordinated to four pyrrolic N atoms 
(middle). Fe coordinated to four pyridinic N atoms embedded in microporous carbon materials (right). B,C) Experimental and simulated Fe K-edge 
XANES data of FeN4 (derived from the pyrolysis of hemin and melamine, H–M) and FeN5 (derived from the pyrolysis of hemin and melamine on 
graphene, H–M–G). The insets show the DFT-optimized structures of FeN4 and FeN5, respectively. D) Partial current densities on CO during CO2RR.  
E) LDOS of the FeN4 and F) FeN5 system with adsorbed CO; zero-energy corresponds to the Fermi level of individual systems. G) Optimized structures 
of N2 adsorption over Fe–N4 sites and Fe–N3 sites. A) Reproduced with permission.[106] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. B–F) Reproduced 
with permission.[112] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. G) Reproduced with permission.[120] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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for the excellent NRR activity with a high yield of 120.9 μgNH3 
mg−1

cat. h−1.[102]

To date, numerous SAECs with MNx active centers have 
been reported to display superior electrocatalytic activities to 
metal nanoparticles. The interaction can be tailored by varying 
the number of nearest N atoms. Recently, we prepared Fe1-
SAECs containing the FeN5 center supported on N-doped gra-
phene (NG) through the thermal pyrolysis of hemin (H) and 
melamine (M) coadsorbed on graphene.[112] FeN5 sites can be 
constructed via the coordination of a FeN4 site with an additional 
axial ligand from N-doped graphene. Fe1-SAECs with FeN4 and 
FeN5 centers can be obtained through the prolonged thermal 
pyrolysis of different precursors, as evidenced by X-ray absorp-
tion near-edge structure (XANES) in combination with other 
techniques (Figure 4B,C). Among all the synthesized catalysts, 
FeN5-SAEC exhibits the highest partial current density for the 
electrochemical reduction of CO2 into CO in the range of −0.26 
to −1.06 V versus RHE, much higher than that of FeN4-SAEC 
(Figure 4D). The calculated free-energy change of one key-step 
(CO2 → *COOH) over the FeN5 catalyst is 0.77 eV, significantly 
lower than that over the FeN4 catalyst (1.35 eV). Therefore, the 
FeN5 catalyst exhibits excellent activity for CO2RR into CO, 
superior to the FeN4 catalyst. Detailed analysis of the DOS and 
partial charge density of the two active sites with CO adsorp-
tion (CO_FeN4, CO_FeN5) reveals that the σ bonding inter-
action between CO and Fe of FeN4 (located around −6.4  eV) 
arises from the dz2 orbital of Fe and the pz orbitals of C and O 
(Figure 4E). On the other hand, the CO 2π* coupling to Fe 3d 
states gives rise to new bonding states below EF. Due to the p–d 
coupling between pyrrolic N and Fe in FeN5, the bonding states 
between N and FeN5 (N_FeN5) are distributed in the range 
from −3.31 to −1.92 eV, much lower than that of CO_FeN5 (from 
−1.80 to −0.99 eV). Bader charge analysis suggests a higher oxi-
dation state of Fe in FeN5 (+1.19 e) than in FeN4 (+0.98 e). The 
difference is attributed to the d electron transfer from Fe to 
the px and py orbitals of the pyrrolic N atom, which can effi-
ciently reduce the FeCO π back-donation (Figure 4F) and thus 
weaken the CO adsorption strength and enhance the selectivity 
for CO production over the FeN5 centers. This work together 
with a previous study on CoN5-SAEC demonstrates that high 
selectivity of CO2RR toward certain product can be achieved by 
tuning the coordination number of individual metal atoms.[113]

Although FeN4 has proven to be an excellent active site for 
ORR, HER, OER, and CO2RR,[14,16,18,79,114–119] it is catalytically 
inactive for nitrogen reduction.[120] As described in Section 2.4, 
N2 adsorption and activation (NN*) are critical steps for the 
NRR. Single Fe atoms bonded with three pyridine-N atoms 
(FeN3) activate N2 more effectively than Fe in FeN4 (four pyri-
dine-N atoms), as evidenced by the increased NN bond length 
from 1.11 to 1.14 or 1.18 Å estimated from the stretching fre-
quency (Figure  4G), and thus facilitate the chemisorption of 
NN* in the NRR. Because of this, FeN3-SAEC exhibits the 
highest NRR activity (a rate of 34.83 µg h−1 mg−1

cat. at a low 
voltage of −0.2 V vs RHE) among all nonprecious metal-based 
SAECs.[120] Optimization of the performance of SAECs by 
tuning the coordination number has also been demonstrated 
in Cu1-SAECs for ORR and CO2RR.[121–123] It is found that CuN2 
with a valence state of ≈1.22 facilitates the O2* adsorption with 

a strong chemical interaction, while CuN4 with a valence state 
of ≈2.0 shows a higher free energy for O2* adsorption during 
ORR. Analysis of the projected DOS (PDOS) revealed new 
hybridized electronic states above EF upon the adsorption of one 
O atom on CuN2. This reduces the occupation of antibonding 
states of OCuN2, resulting in a stronger OCu bonding for 
CuN2 as opposed to CuN4 and CuPc molecule, while is weaker 
than that of CuN3.[121] Therefore, the Cu–N2 structure offers an 
intermediate binding strength with the O species responsible 
for the enhanced ORR catalytic activity.

Precious metal catalysts have been widely used for electro-
chemical conversions. However, their high cost and potential 
catalyst poisoning by some intermediate species or impurities 
have greatly restricted the applications.[9,124] For instance, Pt 
nanoparticles are easily poisoned by CO/methanol due to their 
strong binding affinity for these molecules, which leads to inef-
ficient performance in the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR), 
and the oxidation reaction of carbon-containing fuels.[80,82] In 
contrast, isolated Pt atoms on metal supports present a high 
tolerance to CO and high activity for the oxidation reaction of 
carbon-containing fuels,[125–127] such as the formic acid oxida-
tion (FAO) reaction.[125] In a recent study, the coordination 
number of a single Pt atom in PtAu nanoparticles could be reg-
ulated from five to nine by controlling the metal ratio.[125] Iso-
lated Pt atoms in Pt4Au96 with the lowest coordination number 
were most active in FAO, exhibiting a current density at ≈0.6 V 
versus RHE in the anodic sweep, 126 and 90 times higher than 
those of Pt78Au22 and Pt/C catalysts, respectively (Figure 5A). A 
ratio of Pt/Au lower than 17:83 generally produces atomically 
dispersed Pt in bimetallic PtAu nanoparticles as revealed by 
a combination of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measure-
ments. An increase of the Pt/Au ratio (53:47) tends to form Pt 
clusters with an increased Pt-Pt coordination number in the 
alloyed nanoparticles (Figure 5B). A significant peak is observed 
at ≈0.85  V versus RHE in the CV plot for Pt53Au47, Pt78Au22, 
and Pt/C, which arises from the electrochemical oxidation of 
CO molecules during the reaction (i.e., poisoning the surface 
of Pt). This result demonstrates that the coordination number 
of precious metals is strongly correlated with their tolerance to 
poisoning. The excellent FAO performance of Pt4Au96 is attrib-
uted to the weakened adsorption of CO over the single-atom 
Pt site as supported by the disappearance of the peak at 0.85 V 
versus RHE in the FAO forward sweep, which is different from 
Pt clusters on Pt53Au47 nanoparticles. The adsorption energy of 
CO over single Pt atoms is calculated to be −1.032 eV, which is 
lower than that of CO over a few-atoms (−1.063 eV) or bulk Pt 
(−1.268 eV), respectively (Figure 5C,D). This leads to the excel-
lent FAO activity of Pt SAECs (a high forward current density 
of 3.77 A mgPt

−1 and high tolerance to CO on Pt4Au96). Improve-
ments in the electrocatalytic performance upon reducing 
the coordination number have also been demonstrated for 
Pt1-SAECs on antimony-doped tin oxide (ATO) with high FAO 
activity and excellent tolerance to methanol.[128] In this case, Pt 
atom is immobilized on the support via the formation of PtSn 
and PtO bonds with an average Pt coordination number 
of ≈3.4, much lower than that of Pt foil (12). As described in 
Section  2.6, the MOR process involves a six-electron process 
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with complicated oxidation mechanisms. The COH* forma-
tion from CH3OH (the first step in MOR) is not favorable over 
the single Pt atom,[82,129] leading to excellent tolerance to meth-
anol.[125–128] Engineering the coordination number of precious 
metal centers has the potential not only to enhance their cata-
lytic activity and selectivity, but also to greatly improves their 
tolerance to poisoning.

3.2. Chemical Identity of Proximal Atoms

Atomically dispersed metals often form chemical bonds with 
host atoms of distinct chemical identity, such as RuC2N2 for 
HER,[130] CoC2N2 for ORR,[131] CoC3N for HER,[132] NiCN3 for 
CO2RR,[133] and SnC2N2 for CO2 reduction into formate.[134] The 
ratio of nearest C/N atoms in these SAECs can be readily tuned 
by controlling the pyrolysis temperature, enabling optimization 

of their electrocatalytic activity.[130–132,135–137] For instance, Co 
atoms coordinated with three C and one N (CoC3N) exhibit a 
high density of states in the vicinity of EF, resulting in a mod-
erate ΔGH* to promote the overall HER, which differs from the 
strong H adsorption on CoN4 and weak adsorption on CoC4.[132]

The electron density of metal d orbitals near EF can be regu-
lated by tuning the coordination with C and N atoms due to 
their different electronegativities. A high DOS of a metal atom 
around EF generally facilitates electron transfer and enhances 
the catalytic performance, as demonstrated in the single-atom 
Co for ORR and HER[131,132] and the cases of Mo and W for 
HER.[138,139] Chen et al. prepared a series of Ru1-SAECs with dif-
ferent C/N ratios through tuning the pyrolysis temperature as 
shown in Figure 6.[130] RuC2N2 shows a much smaller |ΔGH*| 
value than RuC4 and RuN4 (Figure 6A). In addition, the forma-
tion energy of RuC2N2 is higher than that of RuN4 while lower 
than that of RuC4. Therefore, the ratio of C/N bonded to a single 

Figure 5. A) Pt mass-normalized anodic sweeps obtained from PtAu nanoparticle catalysts in an electrolyte containing both HClO4 and HCOOH 
(0.1 m). The peak currents are graphed for comparison (left). The data acquired for a commercial Pt/C catalyst is also included. B) Fourier transform 
of k3-weighted Pt and Au L3-edge EXAFS spectra of a series of PtAu nanoparticles. The color-coded curves correspond to Pt78Au22, Pt53Au47, Pt17Au83, 
Pt7Au93, and Pt4Au96 from bottom to top, respectively. C) Structural models of CO adsorption on the clean (left), few-atom (middle), and single-
atom (right) modified Pt (111) surfaces, identifying distinct coordination sites including i) apical, ii) bridging, iii) hexagonal close-packed hollow, and  
iv) face-centered cubic hollow. D) Calculated adsorption energies for the indicated CO adsorption sites. A–D) Reproduced with permission.[125]  
Copyright 2018, Nature Research.
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Ru atom can be tuned by controlling the pyrolysis temperature. 
RuC2N2 center prepared at 700 °C exhibits the best HER activity 
(overpotential of 46  mV at 10  mA cm−2) among the series of 
Ru1-SAECs, as well as a robust stability after 10 000 cycles 
(Figure 6B,C).

Recently, several host materials containing distinct elements 
have been fabricated to control the chemical identity of atoms 
bonded to isolated metal centers such as CoBN3,[140] CoPN3,[141] 
CuSN3,[142] MnS2N2,[143] CoSN3,[144] and FePN3

[145] and evaluate 
the impact on the reactivity. The ORR performance of the CoN4 
site differs dramatically once one proximal N atom is replaced 
by B (CoBN3). The introduction of B atoms into the carbon 
matrix to form a unique CoBN3 center can create the unbal-
anced charge distribution around the metal center, positively 
polarizing the C atoms and Co–N–C sites, which beneficially 
favors the adsorption of oxygen species.[140] All these results 
demonstrate that engineering the ratio of different nonmetal 
atoms with different electronegativities provides an efficient 
method for improving the electrocatalytic activity of SAECs.

3.3. Coordination Number and Chemical Identity  
of Proximal Atoms

As described in Sections  3.1 and  3.2, both the coordination 
number and the chemical identity of proximal atoms determine 
the performance of SAECs. In many cases, simultaneously 
tuning these two factors permits optimization of the electronic 
state of single metal atoms and consequently the electrocatalytic 

performance.[104,146–149] For instance, the graphdiyne-supported 
Pt1-SAEC consisting of a four-coordinated C2–Pt–Cl2 active site 
shows the best HER performance with an outstanding mass 
activity of 23.64 A mgPt

−1 at an overpotential of 100 mV, 3.3 and 
26.9 times higher than that of SAECs with a five-coordinated 
C–Pt–Cl4 active site and commercial Pt/C catalysts, respec-
tively.[104] Compared to the C–Pt–Cl4 unit, a reduction in the 
strength of the PtCl bond in the C2–Pt–Cl2 site increases the 
unoccupied DOS of Pt 5d orbital, favoring its hybridization 
with the 1s orbital of H atom. Additionally, C2–Pt–Cl2 shows a 
low |ΔGH*| of 0.092  eV for hydrogen adsorption, much lower 
than that of C–Pt–Cl4 (0.653 eV). All these factors facilitate the 
electron transfer to H atoms for efficient electrochemical H2 
production.

Tour and co-workers synthesized Ru1-SAECs supported 
by N-doped graphene via the thermal annealing of graphene 
oxide (GO) mixed with a trace amount of Ru salt (Ru(NH3)6Cl3) 
under an NH3 atmosphere.[146] Quantitative analysis by EXAFS 
and XANES revealed that Ru1-SAEC contains a Ru–N4 unit 
with axial oxygen adsorption (Ru-oxo-N4), which is responsible 
for the ORR catalytic activity in acidic medium (Figure 7A). 
The chemical interactions of O2* with Ru–N4 is much stronger 
than Ru–N4–O, leading to a high reaction barrier for the for-
mation of OOH* (a large overpotential as evidenced in the 
evaluation of ORR performance, Figure  7B). Compared to 
Ru–N4, Ru-oxo-N4 with a higher metal oxidation state shows a 
positive shift of free energies between the reaction intermedi-
ates, facilitating the ORR. Introducing an electron-withdrawing 
nonmetal element adjacent to the single-metal active center 

Figure 6. A) First principle calculations of the energy diagram of N-graphene, RuN4, RuC2N2, and RuC4 structures for HER. The x axis is the reaction 
free energy of hydrogen binding, and the y axis is the formation energy of each configuration. B) LSV curves of Ru-NC-T compared to that of commercial 
20 wt% Pt/C in 0.1 m KOH. C) Stability test of Ru-NC-700 in 0.1 m KOH, before and after 10 000 cycles within the potential window of −0.05 to +0.05 V 
versus RHE. A–C) Reproduced with permission.[130] Copyright 2019, Nature Research.
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has been used for tuning the electronic states of the single 
metal atom.[147] Wang et  al. have prepared Fe1-SAECs by pyro-
lyzing a mixture of chloride salts (NaCl and KCl) and polymers 
containing Fe and N atoms.[147] The as-synthesized Fe1-SAEC 
exhibits an outstanding ORR activity with a half-wave potential 
(E1/2) of 0.921  V versus RHE, much higher than that of Pt/C 
(E1/2 = 0.842 V vs RHE). EXAFS data suggest that the iron atom 
in Fe1-SAECs is coordinated with a Cl atom (at 2.19 Å) and four 
N atoms (1.92 Å) (Figure  7C). Theoretical calculations reveal 
that the iron atom in FeClN4 has a broader d band close to EF 
than that of Fe in FeN4, which leads to a weaker binding energy 
of O2 over FeClN4 than that of FeN4 and thus facilitates the 
desorption of OH* species over FeClN4. Other examples that 
illustrate how the electronic properties of SAECs can be modu-
lated by changing the adjacent coordination number and ratio 
of proximal atoms for improved ORR efficiency include single 
Fe atom coordinated by four N atoms and one P atom,[148] and 
single Pt atom coordinated by two S atoms and two water 
molecules.[150]

The selectivity of CO2RR toward the synthesis of particular 
products is an important factor to evaluate the electrocata-
lytic performance of SAECs. Very recently, Zhang and co-
workers prepared a series of Mn1-SAECs containing MnN4 
sites and proximal halogen atom (Cl, Rr, I) for improving CO 
selectivity in CO2RR (Figure 8).[149] The standard EXAFS fit-
ting reveals that a single Mn atom is coordinated with a Cl 
atom and four N atoms ((Cl, N)–Mn/G) (Figure  8A). Due to 

a strong electron-withdrawing effect of Cl, the bond length of 
Mn−N in Mn1-SAECs is elongated from 2.02 Å (N–Mn/G) to 
2.08 Å, resulting in an out-of-plane distortion of the metal atom. 
MnClN4 exhibits an excellent CO2RR performance including a 
large current density of CO2RR and high FECO (Figure  8B,C), 
superior to these catalysts without Cl coordination. Interest-
ingly, MnClN4 offers a higher FECO value up to 97%, compared 
to MnBrN4 (92%) and MnlN4 (89%). The free energy profiles 
of CO2RR catalyzed by (Cl, N)–Mn/G and N–Mn/G is shown 
in Figure 8D. At the potential of U = 0 and −1 V versus RHE, 
the reaction step for CO* to CO over MnClN4 with a lower ΔG 
can proceed more easily than that over MnN4, indicating that 
the MnClN4 center is more favorable for CO2RR into CO. The 
calculated free energy for H* adsorption on MnClN4 is 0.92 eV, 
much higher than that of MnN4 (0.11 eV), suggesting that the 
HER is significantly suppressed over MnClN4 (Figure  8E). 
The calculated d-band center of MnClN4 shows a downshift of 
0.38  eV upon the interaction with COOH*, much larger than 
that in MnN4 (0.12  eV) (Figure  8F). This result suggests Cl 
coordination to MnN4 facilitates the electron transfer between 
COOH* and MnClN4. Therefore, MnN4 coordinated with Cl 
exhibits a high selectivity toward CO production in CO2RR.

3.4. Bimetallic Sites (M1–M2)

Bimetallic SAECs consisting of two adjacent nonprecious 
single metal sites (M1–M2) can show a higher electrocatalytic  

Figure 7. A) Experimental and simulated Ru K-edge XANES spectrum of Ru-N/G-750 (the theoretical spectrum corresponds to the calculated atomic 
model of Ru-N/G-750 shown inset). B) Free-energy diagram of the ORR catalyzed by selected nitrogen-coordinated metal moieties embedded in gra-
phene. The proposed associative mechanism involves the following steps: 1) O2 + * → O2*; 2) O2* + H+ + e− → OOH*; 3) OOH* + H+ + e− → O* 
+ H2O; 4) O* + H+ + e− → OH*; and 5) OH* + H+ + e− → H2O, where * denotes the adsorption site on the catalyst surface. C) The corresponding 
EXAFS fitting curves of the FeCl1N4/CNS in R space. A,B) Reproduced with permission.[146] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. C) Reproduced 
with permission.[147] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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performance compared to monometallic SAECs and com-
mercial Pt/C catalysts, such as Co–Fe,[151–153] Fe–Ni,[154]  
Zn–Co,[155] Ni–Co,[156] and Pt–Ru.[157] The immobilization of 
two adjacent single metal atoms in carbon-based materials can 
greatly reduce the barriers of the key reaction steps in electro-
catalysis. For instance, the active site containing a dual Fe–Co 
center bonded with six N atoms on N doped porous carbon 
support possesses a high activity for ORR (Figure 9A–D).[152] 
This bimetallic Fe1Co1-SAEC catalyses the dissociation of O2 
and OOH* into O* and OH* with a lower energy barrier than 
that of monometallic Fe1- and Co1-SAECs. The low dissociation 
barrier was attributed to the strong binding of O2 to the Fe–Co 
dual site with a significant elongation of OO bond from 1.23 Å 
(gas-phase) to 1.40 Å.[151] The maximum external potential at 
which the ORR process is exothermic, can be treated as the lim-
iting potential (Ulim). Fe atoms in the dual Fe–Co sites are pre-
dicted to show a remarkably high Ulim (0.99 V vs RHE), superior 
to single Co-based SAECs (0.67 V vs RHE), Pt (0.79 V vs RHE), 
and the Co atom (0.82 V vs RHE) in the Fe–Co dual center.[152] 
In addition, reaction intermediates over the Fe–Co dual center 
show different adsorption behaviors compared to single-metal 
centers (Figure 9E,F). In the former case, two metal sites par-
ticipate in the chemical adsorption of intermediates, which 
also favors the dissociation of OOH* into OH* and O* species. 
Similarly, the incorporation of dual metal sites for the regula-
tion of their overall catalytic activity is also demonstrated in 
other bimetallic SAECs.[154–156] The ORR overpotential catalyzed 
by a dual Zn-Co SAEC is determined to be 0.335 V versus RHE 
under alkaline conditions, superior to that of ZnN4 (0.436  V 
vs RHE) and CoN4 (0.391  V vs RHE).[155] The dual Zn–Co  

bimetallic center also exhibits a higher O2 activation with an 
increased OO bond length compared to single metal centers.

Monometallic Fe1 and Co1-SAECs have been widely employed 
for ORR. Unfortunately, their performance toward the reverse 
OER is unsatisfactory, leading to a big challenge for their appli-
cation as bifunctional ORR/OER catalysts.[158] Bimetallic Ni1Co1-
SAECs consisting of a dual Co–Ni center with a single Ni atom 
bonded to a Co atom exhibits excellent performance for both 
ORR and OER.[156] The measured overpotential for the OER at 
10 mA cm−2 over Ni1Co1-SAECs (≈340 mV) is lower than over 
CoNi nanoparticles (440 mV), N doped carbon (NC, 745 mV), or 
commercial IrO2 (400  mV). Moreover, bimetallic Ni1Co1-SAEC 
also exhibits a promising ORR performance including a high 
onset potential (Eon = 0.88 V vs RHE) and large current density 
(4.95 mA cm−2), comparable to commercial Pt/C (Eon = 0.90 V 
vs RHE, 5.09  mA cm−2). At U  = 0  V versus RHE, the down-
hill free energy pathways in the ORR manifest that all electron 
transfer steps are exothermic over NC, Ni1-SAECs, and Ni1Co1-
SAECs. At a potential of 1.23 V versus RHE, the hydrogenation 
of molecular O2 acts as the limiting step with energy barriers of 
1.09 and 0.63 eV over NC and Ni1-SAECs, respectively. In addi-
tion, the largest uphill value further decreases to 0.35  eV for 
Ni1Co1-SAECs. As a result, the limiting step shifts to the pro-
tonation of OH*, pointing out the critical role of dual Ni–Co 
sites for the catalytic ORR process (Figure 9G). At U = 1.57 V 
versus RHE, the free energy profiles for OER over these SAECs 
are shown in Figure 9H. The adsorption of OH* is the limiting 
step with the energy barriers of 1.43 and 0.97 eV for NC and Ni1-
SAECs, respectively. It is found that Ni1Co1-SAEC can efficiently 
promote the reaction with a reduced energy barrier of 0.69 eV. 

Figure 8. A) EXAFS fits of the (Cl,N)–Mn/G with MnClN4 center in R space. The inset illustrates the atomic model of (Cl,N)–Mn/G. B) LSV curves 
of different catalysts (in a CO2-saturated 0.5 m KHCO3 solution, scanning rate: 10 mV s−1). C) FECO at various applied potentials. D) Calculated free 
energies of CO2RR. E) Calculated free energies of hydrogen adsorption. F) Projected DOS of the COOH* 2p state (blue-shaded areas) and d-projected 
DOS of Mn (red-shaded areas) in the adsorption structures for (Cl, N)–Mn/G and N–Mn/G (MnN4 site), respectively. A–F) Reproduced with permis-
sion.[149] Copyright 2019, Nature Research.
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Because of all these figures of merits, a two-electrode Zn–air 
battery using Ni1Co1-SAECs as the cathode catalyst delivers a 
high-power density (101  mW cm−2), unmatched by other cata-
lysts. Therefore, engineering dual-metal site (M1–M2) in bime-
tallic SAECs offers another efficient approach to facilitate the 
key reaction step toward excellent electrocatalytic performance.

4. Engineering the Second Coordination  
Sphere and Beyond
Electronic structures of active sites in SAECs can be further 
optimized to enhance catalytic performance by tuning the 
second coordination sphere and beyond of single-metal center. 
The second coordination sphere and beyond refer to the atoms 
that are bonded to atoms in the first coordination sphere 
but not to the single-metal atom. Generally, three efficient 
approaches have been developed to realize this target. These 
include i) heteroatom doping into carbon frameworks, wherein 
heteroatoms are bonded with proximal atoms in the vicinity of 

the catalytic center; ii) engineering vacancy/edge near the active 
site; iii) constructing dual metal sites linked by a nonmetal 
atom (e.g., M1–O/N–M2, such as Fe–O–Pt,[159] Zn–N–Co[160]). 
In this section, we highlight recent efforts that exemplify the 
relevance of engineering the second for enhanced electrocata-
lytic performance (Figure 10).

4.1. S, P, B Heteroatom Doping

Heteroatom doping of carbon-supported MNx-SAECs with 
other nonmetal elements such as B, S, and P can originate 
highly active sites for electrocatalytic applications. Heteroatoms 
outside the first coordination sphere can also influence the dis-
tribution of the electron density over single-metal active centers 
(M–Nx/C) and effectively tune their catalytic activity.[160–168] 
Among all the heteroatoms investigated, S has emerged as a 
highly effective nonmetal dopant.[160,161,163–166] Because of a lower 
electronegativity of S (2.58) compared to N (3.04), electron den-
sity shifts from S to N atoms when a SN bond is formed.[161] 

Figure 9. A) Magnified HAADF-STEM images of the dual atom Fe and Co sites imbedded in carbon materials. B) The electron energy-loss (EEL) 
spectrum was taken in the region marked by the red rectangle in (A). The coexistence of Fe, Co, N, and C indicates that Fe, Co are coordinated with 
N at the atomic scale. C) The corresponding Fe K-edge EXAFS fits of (Fe,Co)/CNT. D) The proposed architecture of dual Fe–Co sites. E,F) Geometric 
structures of the intermediates OOH*, O*, and OH* adsorbed on E) dual Fe–Co sites and F) Co single site. Calculated free energy diagram of G) ORR 
and H) OER processes on NC, Ni1-SAECs, and Ni1Co1-SAECs. A–F) Reproduced with permission.[152] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.  
G,H) Reproduced with permission.[156] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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Further bonding of N with FeN4 center increases the total 
electron density of the catalytic center, and thus facilitates the 
OH* desorption toward enhanced ORR efficiency under alka-
line conditions (Figure 11). The EXAFS measurement reveals 
that FeN4-SAEC upon S doping exhibits two types of FeN 
bonds with different lengths (1.86 and 1.97 Å), in contrast to 
FeN4-SAEC with one set of FeN bonds (1.91 Å) (Figure 11A,B). 
This is because of a pair of S atoms bonded with two N atoms, 
resulting in an asymmetric distribution of the four FeN bonds 
in S, N codoped FeN4-SAEC (Fe-ISA/SNC) (Figure 11B). In addi-
tion, the redistribution of electron density from S to adjacent 
N atoms creates a positive valence state (+1.2) of S as demon-
strated by S K-edge XANES spectra (Figure 11C–E). Such a shift 

of electron density from S to N facilitates the OH* desorption 
responsible for the enhanced ORR activity (Figure 11F). In addi-
tion to S, the use of B and P dopants directly bonded with N 
can also tune the electronic structures and catalytic properties 
of Fe–N4 centers. The charge density analysis of a P modified 
Fe–N4 center shows that electron donation from an adjacent P 
atom lowers the positive charge of Fe (Feδ+) in Fe1-SAEC/NP-C, 
reducing the OH* binding energy, which is beneficial for its 
desorption over Fe sites in the ORR.[157] In contrast to S and 
P dopants with electron-donating properties, B bonded with N 
in FeN4 behaves as an electron acceptor, resulting in a shift of 
electron density from N to B.[162,167] Such a charge redistribution 
alters the Fe d-band center crossing EF. As a result, the reaction 

Figure 10. Engineering the second coordination sphere of SAECs and beyond, including heteroatom doping close to the isolated metal center, but not 
adjacent to the active site, the creation of vacancies and edges, and the construction of dual metal sites, which may be connected in different ways.

Figure 11. A) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of the Fe K-edge in the S modified Fe–N4/C catalyst and references. B) Comparison of the quantitative 
EXAFS fits between Fe-ISA/SNC (containing S) and Fe-ISA/NC. C) The S K-edge XANES spectra of Fe-ISA/SNC and reference materials D) with the 
corresponding linear fit. E) The molecular structure of the FeN4S2 active site in Fe-ISA/SNC. F) Kinetic current density (Jk) at 0.85 V versus RHE and 
E1/2 of Fe-ISA/SNC, Fe-ISA/NC, and Pt/C. A–F) Reproduced with permission.[161] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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step of the hydrogenation of adsorbed O2 can be improved, fur-
ther enhancing the ORR activity. A similar effect has been pre-
dicted in the B-doped system, B-MN4.[168]

The presence of a heteroatom dopant bonded to C atoms 
in the vicinity of the M–Nx center can also impact the perfor-
mance.[164–166,169–171] Typically, these heteroatom dopants have 
the following catalytic roles: 1) to optimize the adsorption ener-
gies of intermediate species to speed up the key reaction steps 
through tuning the charge state of metal center; 2) to form 
highly active sites via the redistribution of charge density of C 
atoms induced by heteroatoms; 3) to improve the conductivity 
of carbon frameworks after heteroatom doping, which thus 
facilitates the electron transfer; and 4) to construct a porous 
structure with high specific surface area to allow for fully acces-
sible active sites. Recently, Wei et al. prepared Co1-SAECs sup-
ported by P-doped carbon nitride (Co1/C3N4) for HER.[170] An 
accurate determination of the atomic structure of P dopants 
near Co–N4 active site remains challenging. The authors dem-
onstrated that incorporating a P dopant near the Co–N4 active 
site greatly improves the conductivity of carbon nitride as 
supported by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Oper-
ando X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) measurement 
revealed that the average oxidation state of Co atom increases 
from +2.02 to +2.20 and +2.40 under the open-circuit condition 
and at the negative potential of −0.04  V versus RHE near the 
onset HER potential, respectively. These results indicate that 
the Co–N4 active site will evolve into Co–N2O (two-coordinated 
Co–N2 with one coordinated Co–O) and Co–N2O2 (two-coordi-
nated Co–N2 with a two-coordinated Co–O2) under these condi-
tions, respectively. Such a dynamic change of the local bonding 
configuration is also captured in the Fourier-transformed 
EXAFS spectra of Co K-edge (Figure 12A,B). Moreover, oper-
ando Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 
also reveals an increase in the intensity of OH stretching mode 
for Co1/C3N4 under both the open-circuit condition and at the 
negative potential of −0.04 V versus RHE. In this process, the P 
dopant plays an important role in promoting electron transfer 

to form a highly active site (HO–Co1–N2) for HER, displaying 
comparable performance to Pt/C.

Heteroatom doping of SAECs can lead to different electro-
catalytic performance, depending on the nature of the metal 
atom and its interaction with proximal atoms. For instance, the 
presence of S bonded with C near the CuN4 center possesses a 
lower energy barrier toward the OOH* formation than that of 
the catalytic site (S bonded with N in CuN4), which facilitates 
the key step of ORR. This optimized microstructure of S doped 
CuN4-SAECs is dramatically distinct to S doped FeN4-SAECs 
(S bonded with N in FeN4).[161,166] The key point of heteroatom 
engineering for improving electrocatalytic activities lies in the 
appropriate modulation of electron density over MNx sites, 
which can lower the activation energy barrier for critical steps 
in the electrocatalytic reactions.

4.2. Vacancy/Edge Structures

Engineering vacancy/edge near a single-metal center can also 
lead to the formation of new highly active single-metal sites 
because the presence of these defect structures can optimize 
the electronic structure of the catalytic center and increase its 
accessibility during electrocatalysis.[13] For instance, defective 
carbon materials can act as superior supports for the fabrica-
tion of high-performance SAECs, such as Ni1-SAECs,[172] Pt1-
SAECs,[98] and Co1Pt1-SAECs.[28] Li et al. recently demonstrated 
a thermal emission strategy for the preparation of several pre-
cious meta-based (Pt, Au, and Pd) SAECs on defective gra-
phene oxide. It is found that defects in graphene modify the 
local electronic structure of anchored Pt1, thereby tuning its 
electrocatalytic activity. For example, four-coordinated Pt (Pt1C4) 
shows a depleted electron density compared to Pt anchored 
on a pristine graphene host, thus weakening the adsorption 
of H* over Pt sites and improving the HER activity.[98] Single-
atom Pt anchored in the divacancy of defective graphene (DG) 
shows an excellent HER performance, outperforming both Pt 

Figure 12. A) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of the Co K-edge in Co1/C3N4 and reference samples. B) First-shell fitting Fourier-transformed EXAFS 
spectra of the Co K-edge in Co1/C3N4 obtained under different conditions. Insets illustrate the corresponding geometric configurations. Gray, blue, red, 
pink, green, and purple balls are C, N, O, P, Co, and H atoms, respectively. A,B) Reproduced with permission.[170] Copyright 2019, Nature Research.
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nanoparticles and commercial Pt catalysts. The strong interac-
tion between Pt and divacancy in graphene results in a more 
significant charge density redistribution, compared to Pt 
anchored on a pristine graphene host. As a result, Pt1C4/DG 
shows a more moderate ΔGH* to promote the overall HER. In 
addition, Pt1C4/DG also exhibits excellent catalytic stability due 
to its robust Pt1–C4 coordination structure.

The position of defects/edges near the first coordination 
sphere also influences the catalytic activity of SAECs.[173–176] 
Ni1-SAECs containing different coordination vacancies near the 
center of NiNx present distinct selectivity for the CO2RR into 
CO, which include the Ni atoms coordinated with 4 N atoms 
(NiN4), 3 N atoms (NiN3 and NiN3V, V denotes a coordina-
tion vacancy), and 2 N atoms (NiN2V2) (Figure 13A).[172] The 
H* adsorption is weaker over NiN3V and NiN2V2 sites com-
pared to NiN3, implying that NiN3 is a superior active site for 
HER (Figure  13B). The NiN3V structure with one coordina-
tion vacancy presents a lower energy barrier from *CO to CO 
compared to NiN3, indicating that the presence of vacancy 
structure in Ni1-SAECs has a positive effect on the reduction 
of CO2 to CO product. It is also found that ΔG*COOH is lower 
than ΔGH* for NiN2V2 with/without considering the solvent 
effect, which suggests the adsorption of COOH* is stronger 
than that of H*. Therefore, this SAEC shows high selectivity for 
the CO2RR toward CO production, partially due to the suppres-
sion of the competing HER process. NiN2V2 presents moderate 
adsorption energies of intermediates throughout the whole 
CO2RR process, and thus shows excellent activity for CO2RR 
into CO. In addition, the free energies of ΔG*COOH over NiN3, 
NiN3V and NiN2V2 sites are significantly lower than those over 
the NiN4 site, indicating that the high CO2RR activity is asso-
ciated with undercoordinated Ni–N sites. Based on the above 
analysis, vacancy structure in Ni1-SAECs plays a dominant 
role in the optimization of CO2RR performance. NiN2V2 with 

coordinatively unsaturated Ni–N sites shows high selectivity for 
CO production due to the suppression of HER and enhance-
ment of *COOH formation, superior to NiN3C (Ni coordinated 
with three pyridinic-N atoms and one C atom).[133]

Besides coordination vacancies, the removal of C atoms 
near M–Nx sites creates C vacancies that can enhance the 
intrinsic activity through the optimization of free energies of 
reaction intermediates over the catalytic centers.[173–175,177] Chen 
et  al. prepared Fe1-SAECs supported by a highly nanoporous 
carbon.[173] The introduction of an NH4Cl agent in the thermal 
decomposition of polyaniline could release a large amount of 
gases (NH3 and HCl), creating an abundance of nanopores 
with exposed carbon edges in the pyrolyzed carbon materials. 
Theoretical calculations reveal that C vacancy/edge near the 
Fe–N4 site greatly enhances the chemical adsorption of O2 
and promotes the 4e− process for ORR in a high-power den-
sity half-cell test for PEMFC. Wang et al. also studied the effect 
of different types of C vacancies on the ORR over Fe–N4 spe-
cies (Figure 14).[174] At the equilibrium potential of U = −0.77 V  
(vs standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)), the 4e− reduction path-
ways showed a negative ΔG. However, the first electron transfer 
step (*O2  + H2O + e−  → *OOH + OH−) became the poten-
tial-limiting step with the largest positive ΔG at U  = 0.13  V  
(vs SHE). Among all the atomic models tested, FeN4-6r-c2 pos-
sessed the most appropriate ΔG for each reaction step, superior 
to FeN4 sites without the presence of C vacancies. In addition, 
dangling bonds at carbon edges can also influence the intrinsic 
activity of M–N4 sites. For example, S doping at carbon edges 
(C−S) near Fe–N4 resulted in the strong adsorption of *O and 
*OH species, leading to lower ORR activity compared to an 
ideal Fe–N4 site. In contrast, the presence of oxidized S groups 
(C–SO2) at carbon edges decreased the d-band centers of iron 
via an electron-withdrawing effect, which lowered the adsorp-
tion energies of *O and *OH, improving the ORR activity in 

Figure 13. A) Optimized atomic structures of Ni1-SAECs based on N-doped carbon with distinct coordination numbers and geometries. B) Free ener-
gies of CO2RR and HER over the different Ni–Nx structures. Inset: *COOH and H* intermediates adsorbed on the NiN2V2 site. One water molecule 
layer is included to simulate the solvent environment. A,B) Reproduced with permission.[172] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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acidic medium.[177] This work demonstrates that the electron 
density of M–N4 sites can be controlled by tuning adjacent func-
tional groups. Moreover, the nanopores present in NPM-SAECs 
can facilitate the diffusion of intermediates during the reaction 
to accelerate the kinetics.[178] Therefore, edge-site engineering of 
geometric and electronic structures of SAECs provides a new 
pathway to improve their performance.[179–181]

4.3. Dual Sites (M1–O/N–M2)

Dual metallic SAECs consisting of two single metal sites con-
nected via a nonmetal atom linker (e.g., M1–O/N–M2) such 
as Pt–O2–Fe,[159] Zn–N–Co,[160] and Fe–O2–Co[182] can benefit 
from synergistic interactions, originating superior electrocata-
lytic activity compared to monometallic SAECs and commercial 
Pt/C catalysts.[183] The local environment of a dual metallic site, 
including its coordination number and chemical bond, is dis-
tinct from an isolated atom of an individual metal. In addition, 
the electronic interactions between two metal atoms through 
bridging atoms (e.g., O, N) can lead to electron density redistri-
bution, which may change the charge state of the metal.

Pt nanoparticles and its alloys are considered as the best 
ORR catalysts for the 4e− catalytic processes, while Pt1-SAECs 
have been proved to be highly efficient ORR catalysts for 2e− 
catalytic processes.[94,184–186] Such different electrocatalytic 
behavior between Pt1-SAECs and Pt nanoparticles is largely 
attributed to the different chemical structures of Pt atoms. 
Interestingly, dual-metal active sites containing Pt and another 
metal atom shows an excellent ORR performance for 4e− cata-
lytic processes. This suggests that the electronic properties of 
Pt in dual-metal SAECs can differ significantly from an isolated 
single Pt atom in Pt1-SAECs. As shown in Figure 15A–C, Pt 
atoms can be grafted to the Fe atom of Fe–N4 centers via two 

bridging oxygen atoms (Pt1@Fe–N–C), creating a new active 
moiety of Pt1–O2–Fe1–N4 in carbon support for tri-catalytic 
systems including ORR, OER, and HER.[159] A single Pt atom 
anchored on Fe–N4 site efficiently suppresses the production of 
H2O2 during ORR. Therefore, H2O2-induced electrooxidation 
of carbon materials can be avoided, which improves ORR sta-
bility. Pt1@Fe–N–C exhibits a modest ΔGH* closer to zero com-
pared to both Fe–N–C and Pt1@C, resulting in excellent HER 
performance.

In another example, Yao et  al. successfully prepared atomi-
cally dispersed Co and Pt atoms embedded in the N-doped 
carbon support (Co–Pt/N/C) through a combination of thermal 
pyrolysis and electrochemical deposition.[28] Single Co and 
Pt atoms are embedded in N doped carbon to form a bime-
tallic center consisting of two adjacent CoN4 and PtN4 sites 
(Figure  15D). In contrast to the aforementioned Pt1-SAECs 
with low activity and selectivity for ORR (favoring the produc-
tion of H2O2 rather than H2O), bimetallic Co–Pt/N/C exhibits 
an excellent ORR activity with an outstanding half-wave poten-
tial of 0.96  V versus RHE, much higher than that of Pt/C 
(0.87  V vs RHE). Such a high activity is expected to originate 
from the synergistic effect between atomic Co and Pt atoms 
anchored at a N-doped carbon vacancy site. DFT calculations 
reveal that the Co 3d orbitals of Co–Pt/N/C are energetically 
closer to EF than Pt 5d orbitals of Pt–Pt/N/C, indicating a strong 
binding between O and Co–Pt/N/C. Additionally, a polarization 
of surface charge near the dual-metal sites results in a strong 
electron accumulation around the Co atom and a weak elec-
tron accumulation or depletion around Pt (Figure  15E). This 
is attributed to the asymmetric deployment of Pt and Co that 
polarizes the surface charge near the Co–Pt center. An accu-
mulation of electron density over the Co site would accelerate 
the reduction of O2 and thus enhance the ORR performance. 
Besides, reaction intermediates show different adsorption 
behaviors over dual site SAECs. For example, a dual Co and Zn 
center linked by N atoms exhibits a higher activity for O2 acti-
vation than monometallic Co and Zn centers (Figure  15F,G), 
reducing the dissociation barrier of O2. The OO bond length 
can be elongated from 1.23 to 1.35 Å over the Zn–N–Co center, 
much longer than that over Co (1.28 Å) and Zn (1.31 Å), respec-
tively.[160] Similarly, the incorporation of dual metal sites for the 
regulation of their overall catalytic activity is also demonstrated 
in other bimetallic SAECs, including Fe–O2–Co, Pt–N–Ru, and 
Fe–N–C–N–Co.[182,187,188]

5. Activation of the Host by Single Atom Doping

Single metal atoms anchored on a support not only consti-
tute highly active site for electrocatalytic reactions, but can 
also tune the electronic structures of host materials. The latter 
effect based on single atom dopants can generate new phases 
in the host and activate atomic sites in the support for electro-
catalysis.[92,99,189] To date, numerous metal chalcogenides-based 
SAECs are designed based on these two factors, which can fur-
ther optimize the adsorption energies of intermediate species to 
speed up the key reaction steps in certain electrochemical con-
versions. In this section, we will highlight the recent efforts on 
the regulation of local electronic structures of various SAECs by 

Figure 14. ORR free energy diagrams (U = −0.77, 0.13 V vs SHE) of five 
possible atomic configurations (6r or 5r refers to the six- or five-mem-
bered Fe–N-heterocyclic ring, respectively; c1 or c2 refers to the cleavage 
of one or two CN bonds adjacent to Fe–N4, respectively). Reproduced 
with permission.[174] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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tuning the catalytic properties of atomic sites in the host via a 
single atom dopant (Figure 16).

5.1. Nearest Neighbor Activation

Nanostructured metal chalcogenides show highly intrinsic activi-
ties for both HER and OER, especially for transition metal dichal-
cogenides (TMDs, MX2, M = Mo, W or V, and X = S or Se),[190,191] 
which have been actively explored in renewable energy conver-
sions. Their electrocatalytic performance closely relates to the 
electronic structures of the exposed active sites, which can be 
further tuned by multiple approaches such as phase engineering, 
defect engineering, interlayer engineering, and heteroatom 
doping. Among all these methods, heteroatom doping is consid-
ered as an efficient approach for tuning the electronic properties 

of metal dichalcogenides. The majority of heteroatoms including 
metals and nonmetals in MX2 possess two possible configura-
tions, involving the substitution of M or X atoms, respectively. 
These two configurations can activate the host’s atomic site 
toward an enhanced electrocatalytic performance.

The substitution of M in TMDs via other metal species 
has been demonstrated for Pt,[192] Au,[193] V,[194] Co,[195] Mn,[196] 
Ni.[197,198] The heteroatom substitution of M modifies the elec-
tronic structures of the nearest X atom in TMDs, which can 
be activated as a new catalytic center. For instance, the DOS 
around EF (mPF-MoS2) of in-plane S sites for mesoporous 
MoS2 foam can be significantly increased after doping with 
atomically dispersed Co atoms (Figure 17A).[195] When a H atom 
is absorbed over a S atom in doped MoS2, the hybridization of 
the H 1s orbital and the S 3p orbital leads to the formation of 
a bonding orbital (δ) and antibonding orbital (δ*) according to 

Figure 15. A) FT k3-weighted Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of Fe K-edge in Pt1@Fe–N–C, Pt1@Fe–N–C (w/o heating) and references. B) FT k3-
weighted Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of Pt L3-edge in Pt1@Fe–N–C, Pt1@Fe–N–C (w/o heating) and references. C) The proposed structure 
of the active site of Pt1@Fe–N–C. D) HAADF-STEM image of Co–Pt/N/C after fast Fourier transformation filtering (left) with the proposed structural 
model of the two metal atoms trapped in the defect-containing C/N graphene (right). Metal, carbon and nitrogen atoms are colored yellow, gray, and 
blue, respectively. E) Top view of the charge densities of the Co–Pt/N/C and Pt–Pt/N/C catalysts. Pink and aqua isosurfaces represent electron accu-
mulation and depletion areas with an isosurface level of 0.0025 e/a0

3, respectively. F) Optimized geometry of the (Zn,Co)/nitrogen and sulfur codoped 
carbon (NSC) in the calculations. G) Optimized geometries of O2 adsorption configuration on the Co/NSC, Zn/NSC, and (Zn,Co)/NSC. Brown, blue, 
yellow, red, gray, and pink balls are C, N, S, O, Zn, and Co atoms, respectively. A–C) Reproduced with permission.[159] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.  
D,E) Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. F,G) Reproduced with permission.[160] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
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molecular orbital theory. The S 3p orbital is energetically well 
above the H 1s orbital. This gives rise to a weak H adsorption 
on the basal plane of pristine MoS2 (ΔGH* = 2 eV), which det-
riments the HER performance of the host. When Co atoms 
are doped into the basal plane of MoS2 (mPF-Co-MoS2) after 
forming CoS bonds, the electron density of the S atoms will 
be reduced to offset the mismatch of the energy level between 
the H 1s and the S 3p orbitals, hence enhancing H adsorption 
(Figure  17B). However, a further increase of the Co dopant 
density (>16.7  wt%) caused a drastic reduction in the electron 
density of S atoms, resulting in lower HER activity due to a 
strong interaction between the H and S atoms (Figure 17C). In 
addition, a single metal dopant in MX2 can efficiently modu-
late the band gap of the host. For example, Pt atoms anchored 
in MoS2 via the formation of PtS bonds, prepared by a one-
pot solvothermal method, successfully triggers the HER 
activity of in-plane S atoms neighboring the doped Pt atoms 
(Figure  17D,E).[192] DFT calculations reveal that the Pt-doping 
of MoS2 results in a downward shift of the valence band and 
an increased number of hybridized electronic states near EF, 
which thus improves the conductivity of MoS2. Moreover, the 
electronic states of in-plane S sites adjacent to the Pt dopant 
around EF increase significantly, leading to enhanced H adsorp-
tion over the in-plane S atoms of Pt–MoS2, which is beneficial 
for the HER. In general, an enhancement of the HER activity of 
the chalcogen atomic site near single-metal dopants in TMDs 
can be linked to an increased abundance of unsaturated S 
atoms surrounding the heterodopant.

Besides metal doping, the substitutional replacement of 
chalcogen atoms in TMDs by nonmetal heteroatom dopants, 
including C,[199] N,[200,201] and P,[202] can effectively modify the 
electronic and catalytic properties of TMDs. C doped MoS2 syn-
thesized via controlled sulfurization of Mo2C shows an excel-
lent HER performance comparable to commercial Pt catalyst 
in alkaline medium.[199] The C dopants tend to undergo sp2 
hybridization leaving an unhybridized 2pz orbital perpendicular 

to the basal plane of TMDs. Such a unique orientation of the 
2pz orbital favors the head-on orbital overlapping for the for-
mation of sigma bonds, which can act as active sites for water 
adsorption and activation. The electron density of the nearest S 
atoms to the CMo bond is reduced, which thus attracts H2O 
molecule and facilitate its dissociation due to the generated 
empty orbitals of 2p from C doping. Charge analysis also shows 
that C–MoS2 presents a strong chemical interaction between 
H2O and C–MoS2 as opposed to the intrinsic MoS2. There-
fore, C doping of MoS2 has a similar catalytic effect to that of 
S, B, and P heteroatom doping of carbon-supported SAECs 
(Section  4.1). In addition, C-doping of MoS2 also increases its 
electrical conductivity, enabling charge transfer for enhanced 
catalytic activity. In general, the electron density of the nearest 
chalcogen (X) at the nonmetalM bond in doped TMDs can 
be tuned and reactivated via anion doping, giving rise toward 
remarkable electrocatalytic performance.[200–202]

5.2. Phase-Engineered Hosts

It has also been demonstrated that single-atom doping strategy 
can be used for the phase-engineering of TMDs to improve the 
electron transfer during the electrocatalytic processes. Typically, 
a phase transformation from semiconducting 2H (trigonal pris-
matic) phase to 1T (metallic) upon single-atom doping leads 
to a promotional effect. Recently, Xing et  al. discovered that 
the substitution of a Mo atom by a single Pd dopant in MoS2 
not only introduces sulfur vacancies but also converts the 2H 
phase into a stabilized 1T structure (Figure 18A).[203] Defec-
tive 2H-MoS2 with a stoichiometry of 1:1.87 (Mo:S) contains a 
portion of Mo(III) species. Therefore, the defective MoS2 can 
react with Pd2+ to form PdS bond in MoS2 via a redox cou-
pled reaction [Mo(III)/Mo(IV) and Pd(0)/Pd(II)], resulting in a 
phase transformation from 2H into the stabilized 1T phase as 
demonstrated by Raman spectroscopy (Figure  18B,C). The 1T 

Figure 16. Single-atom doping for the enhancement of the electrocatalytic performance. i) Activation of the nearest atomic sites in the host by intro-
ducing a single-atom dopant. ii) Phase engineering of the host materials. Reproduced with permission.[203] Copyright 2019, Nature Research.
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phase is metallic and facilitates electron transfer during the 
HER process. The single Pd dopant also effectively activates 
the neighboring S sites for the HER. A similar effect has been 
observed in Mn-doped MoS2.[196] Electron donation from the 
Mn to Mo 4d orbitals results in an increased metallic character 
of MoS2. Moreover, the doping of Mn into the lattice of MoS2 
also creates a local strain that can lead to a plane sliding of S 
layers, resulting in a 2H-to-1T phase transition accompanied by 
the creation of a large number of S vacancies, as revealed by 
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (STEM) (Figure  18D,E). Therefore, hetero-metal doping 
of TMDs offers an efficient strategy to enhance the electrocata-
lytic performance through as-generated chalcogen vacancy and 
doping-induced phase transformation.[204,205]

Apart from metals, the crystalline phase of TMDs can also be 
modified by doping with nonmetal atoms. For example, 2H to 

1T′-(distorted 1T) phase conversion of MoS2 nanostructures can 
be achieved by N doping.[206] N-doped 1T’-phase MoS2 exhibits a 
higher HER activity than pure MoS2. An enhancement of HER 
activity of N-doped 1T′-phase MoS2 is attributed to the forma-
tion of S vacancies together an increase of the DOS around EF. 
Therefore, doping of TMDs with both metal and nonmetal spe-
cies can act as an efficient approach to optimize the electrocata-
lytic activity of TMDs by phase engineering.

6. Approaches to Control the Local Structure in SAECs

Single-atom electrocatalysts supported on either carbon-based 
metal-free materials or metal chalcogenides have attracted 
considerable attention in recent years due to their great poten-
tial for a wide range of electrochemical conversions, including 

Figure 17. A) Co K-edge k2-weighted EXAFS spectra of a series of mPF-Co-MoS2 samples and some references. B) Schematic diagram illustrates the 
bonding of H 1s orbital and S 3p orbital (from MoS2). The depletion of electrons on S atoms lowers the orbital position and strengthens the HS 
bond. C) HER polarization curves for mPF-Co-MoS2 with different Co doping contents in comparison with mPF-MoS2 and 40% Pt/C. D) HAADF-STEM 
image of Pt–MoS2. Single Pt atoms are marked by red circles. E) Fourier transforms of k2-weighted Pt EXAFS for Pt–MoS2 in comparison to Pt foil and 
commercial 40% Pt/C. A–C) Reproduced with permission.[195] Copyright 2017, Nature Research. D,E) Reproduced with permission.[192] Copyright 2015, 
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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ORR, OER, HER, NRR, CO2RR, FAO, etc. On one hand, the 
local environment surrounding a single metal site plays a key 
role in the modulation of the performance of these SAECs, 
including the activity, selectivity and stability. On the second 
hand, host atoms proximal to the single metal atom can be 

activated due to strong electronic hybridization with the doped 
single-metal atom. To date, numerous SAECs with unique local 
structures have been synthesized as efficient electrocatalysts 
in various energy conversions, as shown in Table  3. Gener-
ally, advanced single-atom electrocatalysts with tunable local 

Figure 18. A) Schematic illustration of the spontaneous MoS2/Pd(II) redox reaction. B) Raman spectra of 1%Pd–MoS2 and MoS2. 378 and 404 cm−1 are 
attributed to the 2H phase vibrational configuration of MoS2; 219, 278, and 330 cm−1 are attributed to the 1T phase vibrational configuration of MoS2. 
C) Fourier transforms of the k3-weighted Pd K-edge of the EXAFS spectra of Pd-MoS2 in comparison to Pd foil. D) HAADF-STEM image of a single 
Mn doped MoS2 nanosheet. The 2H and 1T phases are visualized with two ball-stick models in dotted rectangular boxes; defects are visualized with 
dotted circles. E) A possible mechanism of phase transformation from 2H to 1T after Mn-mediation for MoS2. A–C) Reproduced with permission.[203] 
Copyright 2018, Nature Research. D,E) Reproduced with permission.[196] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Table 3. Current methods for the regulation of various local structures of single-atom electrocatalysts.

Catalysts Active site Precursors Methods Reaction Ref.

Fe1/N doped graphene Fe–N5 Hemin, melamine, graphene Tuning pyrolysis precursors CO2RR [112]

Fe1/N doped carbon Fe–N3 2-Methylimidazole, iron(II) acetate tetrahydrate, 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O

Tuning pyrolysis precursors NRR [120]

Cu1/N doped graphene Cu–N2 Dicyandiamide (C2H4N4), copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) Tuning the contents of metal precursor ORR [121]

Pt1/Au nanoparticles Single Pt H2PtCl6·6H2O, HAuCl4·3H2O Tuning the ratio of metal precursors FAO [125]

W1/N doped graphene W–N5 Dopamine, Na2WO4·2H2O, 
2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1,3-dio

Tuning the pyrolysis conditions (temperature, 
carrier gas and time)

ORR [207]

Fe1/N doped carbon Fe–N4 (pyrrolic N) Aniline, FeCl3·6H2O Tuning carrier gas in pyrolysis ORR [208]

Pt1/graphdiyne Pt–Cl2C2 Graphdiyne, K2PtCl4 Tuning heating temperature HER [104]

Ru1/N doped graphene Ru–C2N2 Melamine, RuCl3 Tuning heating temperature HER [130]

Co1/N doped porous 
carbon

Co–C2N2 2-Methylimidazole, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning heating temperature ORR [131]

Co1/N doped carbon Co–C3N Aniline, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning heating temperature HER [132]

Sn1/N doped graphene Sn–C2N2 Graphene oxide, SnCl2·2H2O Tuning metal precursors and carrier gas in 
pyrolysis process

CO2RR [134]

Co1/B, N codoped porous 
carbon

Co–BN3 Polyethylene glycol, Urea, H3BO3, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning pyrolysis precursors ORR, OER [140]

Cu1/S, N codoped carbon 
nanotubes

Cu–SN3 Carbon nanotubes, 4,4′-sulfonyldiphenol
Hexachlorocyclophosphazene CuCl2

Tuning pyrolysis precursors ORR [142]

Co1/N doped carbon CoCN3 2-Methylimidazole, Co(NO3)2·6H2O, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning heating temperature ORR [209]

Ru1/N doped graphene Ru–N4O Graphene oxide, Ru(NH3)6Cl3 Tuning carrier gas in pyrolysis ORR [146]

Fe1/S, N codoped porous 
carbon

Fe–N4Cl 5,10,15,20-Tetra(4-(imidazol-1-yl)phenyl)porphyrindine,
Iron(II) acetate tetrahydrate, NaCl, KCl

Tuning pyrolysis precursors ORR [147]

Mn1/N doped graphene Mn–N4Cl MnCl2, ethylenediamine Tuning pyrolysis precursors CO2RR [149]

Co1Fe1/N doped carbon CoFe–N6 2-Methylimidazole, FeCl3·6H2O, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning metal precursors ORR [151]

Co1Zn1/N doped carbon CoZn–N6 Chitosan, ZnCl2, Co(CH3COO)2·4H2O Tuning metal precursors ORR [155]

Co1Ni1/N doped porous 
carbon

CoNi–N6 Dopamine, potassium hexacyanocobaltate, 
Ni(NO3)2·6H2O

Tuning metal precursors ORR, OER [156]

Fe1/S, N codoped porous 
carbon

Fe–N4–S2 Pyrrole, thiophene, iron(III) 2,4-pentanedionate Tuning pyrolysis precursors ORR [161]

Cu1/S, N codoped graphene Cu–N4–S2 Dicyandiamide, CuPc, S powder, Na2S·9H2O Tuning pyrolysis precursors ORR [166]

Co1/P doped C3N4 Co–ON2–C–P Urea, NaH2PO2·H2O, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning pyrolysis precursors HER [170]

Ni1/N doped porous carbon Ni–N2 with coordi-
nation vacancies

2-Methyl imidazole, Ni(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning heating temperature CO2RR [172]

Fe1/N doped carbon Fe–N4 with CN 
bond cleavage

2-Methylimidazole, FePc Tuning the contents of metal precursors ORR [174]

Co1Pt1/N doped carbon Co–N4–Pt–N4 4,4′-Bipyridine, Co(NO3)2·6H2O, Pt wire Tuning metal precursors ORR [28]

Fe1Pt1/N doped carbon Fe–N4–O2–Pt 2-Methylimidazole, iron acetate, 1,10-phenanthroline, 
H2PtCl6·6H2O

Tuning metal precursors ORR, OER, 
HER

[159]

Co1Zn1/S, N codoped 
carbon

Co–N3–Zn–N3–S2 Urea, sodium diethyldithiocarbamate trihydrate, 
cobalt acetate, ZnCl2

Tuning metal precursors ORR [160]

Co1Fe1/N doped carbon Co–NCO2–Fe 1,10-Phenanthroline, Co(CH3COO)2·4H2O, 
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O

Tuning metal precursors OER [183]

Pt1/MoS2 In-plane S sites (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O, H2PtCl6·6H2O Tuning metal precursors HER [192]

V1/NiS2 Ni sites NiCl2·6H2O, VCl3, H2S Tuning metal precursors HER, OER [194]

Co1/MoS2 In-plane S sites (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning the contents of metal precursor HER [195]

C1/MoS2 In-plane S sites Mo2C, S powder Tuning heating temperature HER [199]

Pd1/MoS2 In-plane S sites Thiourea, palladium acetate, (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O Tuning metal precursors HER [206]

Co1/MoS2 In-plane S sites Thiourea, (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O, Co(NO3)2·6H2O Tuning the contents of metal precursor HER, OER [210]
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structures can be fabricated using both wet- or dry-chemical 
methods via i) tuning the concentration and type of metal spe-
cies; ii) controlling the content and type of precursors used for 
the preparation of SAECs; iii) optimizing the heat-treatment 
conditions (temperature, time and carrier gas). However, the 
fundamental knowledge for precisely tuning the local struc-
tures of SAECs remains elusive at this stage. Therefore, we will 
provide a brief discussion on the current approaches to control 
the local structures of SAECs as follow.

It has been reported that the coordination number of single 
metal atom can be tuned by optimizing the types/contents of 
precursors. A judicious choice of the appropriate metal-con-
taining precursors with predesigned coordination environment 
has been widely used to modulate the electronic and catalytic 
properties of synthesized SAECs, to achieve the desired coor-
dination numbers or types of proximal atoms.[146,147] Tuning 
the chemical identity of proximal atoms (e.g., C/N, S/N) of 
carbon-based SAECs can be achieved by controlling the pyrol-
ysis temperature, due to the variations in formation ener-
gies of different coordination configurations for single-metal 
atoms.[123,128] The pyrolysis method involving the usage of 
NH3 as the carrier gas or precursor often results in releasing 
a large amount of gases (such as NH3, HCl, CO, and CO2) 
during thermal heating, which can create coordination vacan-
cies and exposed edges near the first coordination sphere of 
metal centers for modulating the catalytic activity of single-
metal site.[173,180] The presence of single metal centers is pre-
dicted to lower the formation energy of coordination vacancies 
and exposed edges near the metal centers.[174] In addition, the 
co-existence of coordination vacancies and exposed edges also 
provides more sites to anchor single metal atoms, and thus 
optimize their electronic properties and stability for superior 
electrocatalytic performance.[28,98,172] Dual single-metal centers 
can be constructed by either of these methods i) using precur-
sors containing two kinds of metals, or ii) two-step synthesis 
consisting of first, a pyrolysis process and second, an electro-
chemical deposition.[28,183]

For the SAECs supported by metallic substrate or metal chal-
cogenides, the choice of metal precursors is crucial for tuning 
the coordination number of single-metal atom, or the nature 
of adjacent metal species of the host chalcogenide atoms with 
highly catalytic activity.[192,194,199,204] The key to modulating the 
catalytic properties of doped single- metal atom/host atom pre-
pared through different approaches lies in the regulation of its 
charge density via forming different chemical bonds of metal 
with proximal atoms. This can be used to optimize the adsorp-
tion energies of the intermediate species, speeding up key reac-
tion steps in certain electrochemical conversions.

Despite rapid progress, it still remains a great challenge 
to develop reliable approaches for the construction of stable 
SAECs with optimized metal loadings for practical applica-
tions. Generally, SAECs with high metal-loading can provide 
sufficient actives sites to accelerate the reactions. However, 
some SAECs with low metal-loading (<2.5 wt%) are reported 
to perform better than those SAECs with high-loading con-
tent (>8.5 wt%).[115,116,172–174,211,212] First, an increased metal 
loading has a strong impact on the electronic structures of the 
single-atom decorated support.[195] Secondly, a large number 
of single-atom sites in high-loading SAECs may be embedded 

in the bulk and inaccessible to the reactants. Therefore, the 
interplay of these factors results in an optimal metal loading 
of SAECs.

Currently, the majority of SAECs are prepared via chem-
ical treatment under harsh condition (e.g., acidic washing for 
the removal of metal nanoparticles). The strong bonding of 
single atoms with the support ensures the atomic dispersion 
of single atoms and prevents their leaching even under oper-
ating conditions. Unfortunately, the activity of SAECs often 
decreases in the long-term electrocatalytic testing, due to the 
instability of catalytic supports.[8,16] For example, the degrada-
tion of catalytic supports becomes a major issue in carbon-
based SAECs for electrocatalysis,[16,213,214] especially for the ORR 
and OER. In addition, some species in the support of metal-
based SAECs react with intermediates, resulting in the damage 
of atomic environments of SAECs.[13,99] Therefore, searching 
robust support to strongly anchor single-atoms is crucial to 
construct excellent SAECs with high stability under operation 
conditions.[92,93,215]

7. Summary and Perspective

The performance of SAECs closely relates to the local struc-
ture of the active metal and its electronic interaction with 
the host. The chemical hybridisation of atomically-dispersed 
single atoms with the support gives rise to unique electronic 
properties compared to metallic nanoparticles and bulk mate-
rials, leading to superior reactivity and selectivity of SAECs in 
renewable energy conversions. The chemical environment of 
metal atoms on the support is defined by several parameters, 
including the coordination number, chemical identity of prox-
imal atoms, the nature of first and second nearest neighboring 
atoms to the single metal atom. Supported metal atoms are 
usually under coordinated compared to their nanoparticle coun-
terparts. The electronic hybridization leads to charge density 
redistribution between the isolated metal and adjacent atoms in 
the host, which offers a promising way to tune the valence state 
and thus regulates the chemical interaction strength (adsorp-
tion energies) with reactants or intermediate species. In addi-
tion, the electronic structures of host materials can be modified 
by the single-atom dopants. Such an effect could trigger the 
intrinsic activity of host atoms neighboring the doped metal. 
Simultaneously, local defects including heteroatoms/vacancy/
edge surrounding single-atom active sites can be used to engi-
neer the electronic properties of a supported single-metal atom, 
whereby the adsorption energies of reactants/intermediates 
over catalytic sites can be optimized.

Engineering the local structure of supported single atoms 
toward increased near-Fermi electronic states often leads to 
the formation of highly active sites, with a dramatic decrease 
of the energy barriers of the potential-limiting steps associated 
with the electrochemical conversions. On the other hand, het-
ero-metal atom doping can be utilized to induce the semicon-
ductor-to-metal phase transition in the host, which can improve 
the conductivity of the substrate and thus facilitate electron 
transfer in the electrocatalysis. In addition to monometallic 
SAECs, dual-metal centers can exhibit a superior catalytic 
performance due to synergistic interactions, unmatched by 
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a single metal. As-optimized local structures of SAECs often 
differ for different electrocatalytic reactions, such as CoC2N2 for 
ORR, CoC3N for HER, WN5 for ORR, WC3N for HER, FeN5 
for CO2RR, and FeN3 for NRR. The desired local structure of 
single-metal centers also varies for different metal species even 
for the same electrochemical reactions. Because of this, there 
are plenty of possibilities in the rational construction of highly 
active SAECs by engineering the local structure of the single-
metal center, i.e., the first and second coordination spheres and 
beyond, and by single-atom doping. Despite rapid progress in 
the field, several major challenges still need to be overcome for 
the design and synthesis of advanced SAECs to enable their 
widespread practical application (Figure 19). Here, we highlight 
current critical issues and possible future directions in the field 
of SAECs:

1. The availability of facile and scalable approaches is a prerequi-
site for the implementation of high-performance SAECs with 
precisely tailored chemical environments for renewable en-
ergy conversions. The ultimate goal is to replace the current 
precious-metal-based electrocatalysts with more abundant 
transition metals. Despite the very promising performance, 
SAECs have not been widely adopted in industrial applica-
tions, presumably due to the following unsolved issues. First, 
the costly precursors and multiple-steps involved in most 
synthetic approaches (e.g., chemical synthesis of exotic pre-
cursors, thermal pyrolysis and extensive acidic washing) are 
not amenable to large-scale production at low cost. Second, 

their electrocatalytic performance in terms of efficiency and 
stability are not comparable to those of precious metal-based 
SAECs or benchmark commercial catalysts, especially for 
fuel oxidation reactions (e.g., FAO), ORR for H2O2 produc-
tion, as well as CO2RR to Cn (n ≥ 2) hydrocarbons.

2. Precise identification of the atomic structures of single-atom 
active sites is also recognized as an important challenge be-
cause it is crucial to establish accurate relationships between 
the local architecture and performance of SAECs. Currently, 
STEM has been intensively used to image the spatial distribu-
tion of atomically dispersed metal sites. However, it remains 
a grand challenge to map the spatial location of proximal light 
atoms and to resolve the chemical identity of the first and 
the second coordination spheres (e.g., C, N, S, etc.) due to 
their low Z contrast. In addition to STEM, synchrotron-based 
XAFS provides another powerful tool to probe local informa-
tion of anchored single atoms. In most cases, metal nanopar-
ticles and atomically dispersed single atoms can be directly 
differentiated using XAFS. However, the determination of 
the coordination number and chemical identity of the first 
and the second coordination spheres via this technique is not 
straightforward as it often requires a rather delicate match 
between experimental and theoretical results. Currently, a 
combination of multiple techniques including STEM, XAFS, 
and theoretical modeling is required to obtain a relatively 
reliable determination of local structures. In addition to 
these widely-used techniques, recent advances in the scan-
ning probe microscopy (e.g., scanning tunneling microscopy 

Figure 19. Major challenges and future directions in the design of advanced SAECs for electrochemical conversion.
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(STM) and noncontact atomic force microscopy (ncAFM)) 
can be deployed to resolve the local structure of single-atom 
model catalyst at the single atomic bond level, whereby the 
adjacent atoms can be mapped out in the real-space.[216–218]

3. It is also crucial to improve molecular-level understanding 
of the electrocatalytic process over SAECs through the inves-
tigation of the adsorption configurations of reactant and in-
termediates, and their electronic interactions with the active 
sites. The identification of rate-determining steps will guide 
the design of efficient electrocatalysts for specific reactions. 
In many cases, the local structure of the single-atom site un-
dergoes reversible transformations during electrocatalysis. 
It is highly desired to develop new operando techniques to 
probe the structural evolution of SAECs due to their chemi-
cal interactions with reactant or intermediate species during 
electrocatalysis. In this regard, in-situ/operando characteri-
zation techniques and advanced theoretical modelling will 
be highly valuable. To reduce the complexity of mechanistic 
studies, the use of model catalysts with well-defined atomic 
structures can be explored. Recent advances in the compu-
tation-aided catalyst design and optimization based on ma-
chine learning present new opportunities to accelerate the 
development of high-performance SAECs with desired local 
structures toward future industrial applications.

Single-atom electrocatalysts with tunable local environ-
ments have shown great promise in diverse renewable energy 
conversions. The versatile bonding configurations between 
a single atom and the host offer vast opportunities in con-
structing the robust and highly efficient SAECs by control-
ling the first and second coordination spheres and beyond, 
as well as the host materials. Currently, it is very difficult to 
categorize different active single atoms and supported mate-
rials of SAECs as most of the examples comprise singular 
structures that give rise to unique performance in specific 
applications. Moving forward, as techniques for the synthesis 
and characterization of SAECs become more precise this will 
enable comparative studies to identify possible trends between 
promising coordination sites leading to improved function. 
The joint effort between experimental and theoretical groups 
will provide new insights into the principles that govern the 
design and synthesis of well-defined local environments of 
supported single atoms. The increased research activity will 
help to address the critical challenges in this field and thus 
accelerates the development of new-generation SAECs with 
high activity, selectivity, and stability for a wide range of 
renewable energy conversions.
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